Abstract-Exhaustive enumeration of spanning trees in a graph requires substantial time and computational overheads. The proposed method, using the concept of LOOP DOMAIN, greatly reduces the complexity of enumeration. The initial graph is transformed into a graph in loop domain where the spanning tree enumeration is then carried out. Subsequently spanning trees of initial graph are generated. The proposed method eliminates all the two degree vertices in a graph. This finds application in power system distribution networks, which have substantial number of two degree vertices. The consequent reduction in size of graph and its corresponding trees is highly desirable. The proposed method is demonstrated on a 33 vertex system and reduction incomplexity is evaluated.
I. INTRODUCTION

G
ENERATION of distinct trees in a graph is a fundamental problem in enumerative combinatorics. It is also a widely studied graph theory problem in electrical engineering and computer science. In this paper, a new algorithm is proposed to address the spanning tree enumeration of an undirected graph.
Algorithms for subgraph enumeration can be divided into two classes. In the first class, number of subgraphs/trees is evaluated while in the second class, all subgraphs/trees are generated. Minty [1] identified an edge, either shrinking or deleting it leading to the formation of two subgraphs. Trees of these subgraphs are combined with the identified edge to obtain spanning tree, appropriately including or excluding the identified edge. Waller [2] obtained number of spanning trees via a general formula involving eigenvalues of an associated matrix. Gabow and G. W. Mayers [3] gave an algorithm to generate weighted trees arranged in an increasing order.
Char [4] used simple geometrical properties of graph through suitable interpolation and extrapolation, using the edge numbering convention and the tree growing technique. Analysis of Char's algorithm by Jayakumar et al. [5] suggested heuristics for the selection of initial spanning tree, where path compression technique was used. Liu and Chow [6] used the operator approach for graph enumeration problems involving forests as well as subgraphs with few independent cycles. They evaluated the number of spanning -forests in graph ( disjoint trees) and also the number of spanning subgraphs having cycles attached to a tree. Liu and Chow [7] solved the enumeration by using the dual of a graph. Computational expression and matrix entries are defined using the concept of shortest cycles. Kapoor and Ramesh [8] used computational tree and edge swapping of a fundamental loop, achieving compact output form by means of relative changes between consecutive trees. Odlyzko [9] discussed new methods based on nonlinear analytic iterations involving generating functions. Kiyomi [10] discussed two types of algorithms for subgraph/supergraph enumeration; one using the addition/removal of an edge; the other using a simplicial vertex elimination. Myers [11] developed enumerating functions for counting spanning trees in certain type of graphs by using bipartite subgraphs. Uno [12] , [13] used a new approach for speeding up the enumeration algorithms, with possible application for matroid bases.
Many output polynomial algorithms (running in polynomial time of input size and output size) and small delay algorithms (maximum computation time between two consecutive outputs) have been proposed [1] - [13] . Reducing the time complexity per output is an important approach in algorithm research.
In all the above methods, efficient enumeration based on reducing output/number of trees, has never been reported. This paper is one such attempt towards efficient enumeration based on significant reduction in the problem size.
A. Iterative Tree Enumeration
A spanning tree is a subgraph containing those edges which connect all the vertices of the graph, and does not have any loops. Degree of a vertex is the number of its incident edges. Nullity of graph is the number of independent loops. E, V, and N represent number of edges, vertices and trees of an undirected graph respectively. Nullity of a graph is given by . The first step in spanning tree enumeration is to evaluate number of trees in the graph. Two methods, namely Kirchhoff's Matrix method [17] and the Cycle Adjacency Matrix method [7] are briefed in the next section. While calculation of number of trees is simple, the generation of trees requires longer time and computational overheads, particularly for networks of large size/high number of trees.
The spanning tree enumeration repeats an iterative method till the exhaustive search is completed. An iterative method starts with an initial layout. If initial layout is a graph, then a set of edges is removed to get a tree. If initial layout is a tree, then the network modification can involve single or multiple branch exchange/elementary tree operations [14] .
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The iterative process is terminated when number of trees generated is equal to N, indicating completion of the exhaustive search. Global Optimum can be decided by comparing values of objective functions of the trees generated.
Sequential Processing
Most of the existing iterative methods use single branch exchange operation to modify only one loop at a time. In this approach, multiple loops are processed sequentially rather than simultaneously. If the sequence in which loops are processed is critical, one has to consider permutations (rather than combinations) of loops.
Simultaneous Processing
In this iterative search, multiple loops are considered simultaneously. This approach covers a wider neighborhood (higher distance between trees in neighborhood [14] ). This approach is unlikely to be trapped in local optimum associated in a narrow neighborhood (smaller distance between trees in the neighborhood). Global Optimal is associated with a neighborhood in which distance between trees can be equal to nullity.
B. New Approach for Efficient Tree Enumeration
A new approach to spanning tree enumeration, namely Loop Domain Enumeration, is proposed. The proposed approach derives its efficiency by exploiting a significant number of two degree vertices in real life distribution networks. The advantages of the proposed method include substantial reduction in time and computational overheads. A power system application is identified in Global Optimum for Multiterm Objective Reconfiguration problem. The proposed method has applications in multiple domains like networks, queuing theory, transhipment problems in operations research, etc.
II. EVALUATING NUMBER OF TREES
This section presents two existing methods for evaluating number of trees in a graph. Depending on relative values of number of vertices (V) versus nullity , a method involving determinant of smaller size can be used. Using the dual of a planar graph, the cycle adjacency method can be derived from the more fundamental method given by Kirchhoff.
A. Kirchhoff Method
This method is suitable when number of vertices is smaller than nullity. Kirchhoff Matrix K, [17] is a symmetrical square matrix, of size equal to number of vertices. The entries of this matrix are defined as follows.
• Off diagonal elements of matrix: If an edge connects vertex i to vertex j, then . Else .
• Diagonal elements of matrix
Kirchhoff's matrix is reduced by removing any one row and its corresponding column. The determinant of reduced matrix gives number of trees in the graph.
B. Cycle Adjacency Method
This method is suitable when nullity is smaller than the number of vertices. The cycle adjacency matrix (CAM) [7] is a symmetrical square matrix, of size equal to nullity. The entries of this matrix are defined as follows.
• Off-diagonal elements of matrix
• Diagonal elements of matrix
Determinant of CAM gives the number of trees in the graph.
III. APPROPRIATE SELECTION OF LOOPS
While Kirchhoff's method depends only on unique interconnections of vertices (independent of loops), CAM requires appropriate selection of loops such that an edge is common to a maximum of two loops [7] .
Selection of appropriate loops is also essential for the proposed loop domain method. We achieve appropriate selection by using shortest loops. We also illustrate a case of appropriate selection of loops that are not the shortest.
The concept of appropriate selection of loop has been reported earlier. However, the remaining part of this paper, including the concept of loop domain and elimination of two degree vertices, have not been reported. Further mapping of a graph into loop domain graph and vice versa are presented for the first time in this paper.
Arbitrary Loops to Shortest Loops: Let L1 and L2 be two arbitrary loops. Let , , and denote three sets as follows: . The loops and are now the shortest. The above procedure is repeated for all pairs of loops. For any pair of loops, number of common edges is always less than number of the edges located in first loop/second loop. 
A. Test Case: Three Square System
Three Square System shown in Fig. 1 has eight vertices (n1 to n8), ten edges (e1 to e10) and a nullity of three. Three shortest loops are identified in Table I . The cycle adjacency matrix CAM for Three Square System is given below. The three columns represent loops 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Number of trees for the graph is evaluated as 56
IV. EFFICIENT ENUMERATION OF SPANNING TREES
The proposed tree enumeration method is based on mapping of graph in domain to graph in codomain. We refer graph in domain as the network domain graph while graph in codomain as the loop domain graph. A unique mapping of the network domain graph to loop domain graph is defined. The proposed method is explained for the Three Square System.
Definitions:
• A Two Degree Vertex: A vertex having only two incident edges.
• Associated Edge: A edge having a two degree vertex at one/two of its terminal vertices.
• Shortest Loop: A loop containing minimum number of edges.
• Valency of Edge: Number of shortest loops associated with an edge. For Three Square System of Fig. 1 , set of two degree vertices and associated edges are as follows.
• .
• . The proposed loop domain method leads to elimination of the two degree vertices as well as their associated edges. This leads to reduction of graph size by number of the two degree vertices or the number of associated edges minus nullity.
A. Construction of Loop Domain Graph
The procedure for constructing the loop domain graph is as follows.
1) Select the shortest loops in the network domain graph.
2) For each shortest loop in the network domain, assign a corresponding vertex in the loop domain. There is also a reference vertex in the loop domain.
3) The loop domain vertices are interconnected by loop domain edges. Identification of loop domain edges is covered in next subsection.
B. Identification of Loop Domain Edges
Appropriate selection of loops ensures that valency of an edge can vary from zero to two. Hence, edges in the network domain are partitioned into three sets as follows.
1) First set of edges with zero valency
Removal of any edge from this set would isolate a vertex, such that spanning of the isolated vertex is not possible. Thus, all edges in this set have to be present in any spanning tree.
The network domain graph is reduced by removing all the edges with zero valency. A tree is worked out for the reduced graph. Edges with zero valency are then appended to the tree of reduced graph, which gives the spanning tree of the initial network domain graph.
2) Second set of edges with valency one
The edges in this set are partitioned into number of subsets, equal to nullity. Each subset is associated with a loop in the network domain and contains edges belonging only to this loop. Edges in each subset are mapped on and are represented by a single edge in the loop domain. The loop domain edge connects a vertex in the loop domain corresponding to loop in the network domain, to the reference vertex.
3) Third set of edges with valency two
The edges in this set are partitioned into multiple sets. Each set contains the network domain edges which are common to two loops. The edges in each set are mapped on and are represented by a single edge in loop domain. The loop domain edge connects two vertices in the loop domain, which correspond to two loops in the network domain. The ten edges in the network domain graph of for the Three Square System (Fig. 1) are partitioned into three sets and five subsets.
1) First set of edges with zero valency: Nil.
2) Second set of edges with valency one: Eight edges arranged in three subsets, as given in the first three rows of Table II. 3) Third set of edges with valency two: Two edges arranged in two subsets, as given in the last two rows of Table II . These five subsets, mapped on five edges in loop domain, are given in Table II. Loop domain edge represents a set of network domain edges common to loop i and loop j. Loop domain edge represents a set of network domain edges belonging only to loop k.
These five edges, along with four vertices form a graph in the loop domain as shown in Fig. 2 .
C. Number of Trees for Loop Domain Graph
Kirchhoff's Matrix K, for the loop domain graph (Fig. 2) is given below. The four columns represent vertices L1 to L3 and reference vertex, respectively. The number of trees for this graph comes out to be 8 Table III gives a list of network domain subgraphs and the corresponding loop domain subgraph.
D. Subgraphs in Network Domain and Loop Domain
, and are three loops in network domain. Corresponding nodes in the loop domain are node A, node B, and node C, respectively. 
E. Forward and Reverse Mapping
• Multiplicity of Loop Domain Edge: The multiplicity of loop domain edge is the number of network domain edges associated with it. The multiplicity of loop domain edges for Three Square system is given in the third column of Table II. • Multiplicity of Loop Domain Tree: The multiplicity of loop domain tree is the number of network domain trees which can be generated by reverse mapping of the loop domain tree. It is given by the product of multiplicity of all the loop domain branches. The construction of the loop domain graph establishes forward and reverse mapping as follows.
1) Forward mapping It is a one to one mapping from a tree in network domain into a tree in loop domain. 2) Reverse mapping It is a one to many mapping from a tree in loop domain to multiple trees in network domain. Each loop domain tree can generate multiple network domain trees, number of such trees being given by the multiplicity of loop domain tree. The mapping of trees is based on associating the edges in network domain to edges in loop domain.
1) Forward Mapping:
The procedure for transforming a tree in the network domain to a tree in the loop domain is as follows. Multiple trees in the network domain may transform into same tree in the loop domain.
A set of loop domain edges, a loop domain edge corresponding to each link in the network domain, form a tree in the loop domain. For a tree of Three Square System, forward mapping is as follows.
• Links in network domain {e1, e2, e8}.
• Corresponding edges in loop domain . (Refer  to Table VI) . This set of loop domain edges form a tree in the loop domain, as shown in Fig. 3 .
2) Reverse Mapping: The procedure for transforming a tree in the loop domain to multiple trees in the network domain is as follows. For each branch of the loop domain tree, identify a corresponding set of network domain edges. A combination of network domain edges is obtained by selecting one edge from each set. If edges in any such combination are removed from TABLE IV  LOOP DOMAIN TREE FOR THREE SQUARE SYSTEM the network domain graph, resulting layout is a network domain tree.
An illustrative tree in loop domain graph is shown in Fig. 3 . For this tree, loop domain branches and associated network domain edges (taken from Table II) are as given in Table IV .
Considering last elements of these sets (second column of Table IV ), a combination of network domain edges is selected as {e6,e5,e10}. A tree in the network domain is obtained by deleting these edges from the network domain graph. Selecting other combination of edges would lead to other trees in the network domain.
Multiplicity of a loop domain tree in Fig. 3 , comes out to be eighteen.
. This tree in the loop domain can generate eighteen trees in the network domain.
F. Appropriate vs Shortest Loops
The proposed method requires valency of an edge to be equal to or less than two. Considering loop 1 and loop 2 from Table I , we can define a third loop excluding the edge e4 (edge common to loop 1 and loop 2) as follows:
This selection of loops, even though not the shortest, still leads to the generation of fifty six network domain trees by reverse mapping of eight loop domain trees.
V. EFFICIENT SPANNING TREE ENUMERATION USING LOOP DOMAIN
Enumeration of spanning trees by using loop domain mapping has the following steps.
1) Shortest loops in the network domain graph are identified. Number of vertices in the loop domain (that is equal to nullity) are identified. 2) Network domain edges are partitioned into three groups.
Edges in first group, if any, are accordingly processed. 3) Network domain edges are mapped into loop domain edges and the associated many to one mapping is established. Loop domain edges and their terminals also get identified in the process. 4) Loop domain graph, containing loop domain vertices and loop domain edges, is constructed. For graphs with smaller nullity and significant number of two degree vertices, the loop domain graph has:
• reduced number of vertices/edges; • reduced number of trees;
• reduced complexity. 5) Tree enumeration is carried out for the loop domain graph at substantially reduced cost/overheads. 6) Loop domain tree enumeration is transformed into network domain tree enumeration by using reverse mapping.
VI. BARAN AND WU'S SYSTEM
Baran and Wu's system [15] has 33 vertices, 37 edges, and nullity equal to 5. The initial tree has thirty two branches (e1 to e32) and five links (e33 to e37). Branches are indicated by solid lines while links are shown by dashed lines, as shown in Fig. 4 .
A. Number of Trees in Network Domain Graph
CAM for Baran and Wu's system is given below. The five columns represent loops 1 to 5, respectively. Number of trees for the graph is evaluated as 50751. The same number of trees was reported by Mareels [14] in which a reduced incidence matrix was used
B. Shortest Loops
Five shortest loops are identified, as shown in Table V .
C. Identification of Loop Domain Edges
The 37 edges in Fig. 4 are partitioned into three sets and 12 subsets as shown in Table VI . These 12 edges in the loop domain graph as given in Table VI along with six vertices form a graph in the loop domain as shown in Fig. 5 .
D. Number of Trees for Loop Domain Graph
Kirchhoff's Matrix K, for the loop domain graph shown in Fig. 5 is given below. The six columns represent the reference vertex and vertices L1 to L5, respectively. The number of trees for this graph comes out to be 336 
E. A Spanning Tree in Loop Domain
An illustrative tree in loop domain graph is shown in Fig. 6 . For this tree, loop domain branches and associated network domain edges (refer Table VI ) are as given in Table VII. Multiplicity of this loop domain tree comes out to be 72. . This tree in the loop domain can generate seventy two trees in the network domain.
F. Comparison of Two Methods
The identification of spanning tree enumeration was attempted for Baran and Wu's system using two methods.
1) Branch exchange method applied in the network domain.
2) The proposed loop domain method. Branch Exchange Method: A MATLAB implementation of branch exchange method, applied to the network domain graph, managed to generate 4844 trees (less than 10% of number of trees 50751) in 720 min. The idea was to anticipate time taken by branch exchange method to generate all trees for a graph of higher size (33 vertices and 50751 trees). The breakup of time taken by the proposed method is as follows.
1) Construction of the loop domain graph-0.1 min 2) Tree enumeration in loop domain-using branch exchange method on smaller size and smaller tree number (6 vertices and 336 trees)-14 min. 3) By reverse mapping of 336 trees in loop domain to generate 50751 network domain trees-7 min. Thus, the proposed method substantially reduces time for the spanning tree enumeration.
VII. LIMITATIPPON, COMPLEXITY AND SYSTEMS APPROACH
This section has three parts. The first part brings out limitation of proposed loop domain method in terms of graph parameters, which lead to either substantial or insignificant reduction in complexity. The second part quantifies reduction in complexity in terms of graph parameters. The third part presents the loop domain method based on System of System approach.
A. Limitation Due to Nature of Graph
The first example demonstrates substantial reduction in complexity while the second example shows no reduction in complexity.
1) Complexity for Goa System: The 11-kV distribution system of Goa Electricity Department, India was developed using GPS survey. It is proposed to add seventeen links to the existing radial network of 323 vertices. The proposed system has smaller nullity (17) and higher number of two degree vertices (290 out of 323). Use of loop domain method substantially reduces complexity, as illustrated in Table VIII. 2) Complexity for Willis's System [16] : This system has 55 vertices (54 transformers and a source vertex) and 94 edges, considering all horizontal/vertical feeder segments. This system has high nullity and does not have any two degree vertices. Use of loop domain method does not reduce complexity, as illustrated in Table IX .
Limitations of the Proposed Method: The proposed method reduces complexity only in networks having low nullity and high number of two degree vertices. Generally practical electrical networks have low nullity and high number of two degree vertices. Hence, the use of the loop domain method can reduce complexity of tree enumeration in real life electrical networks.
B. Relative Complexity-A Function of Number of Trees
For a graph , we can enumerate every tree spanning G in constant time [12] . Here, the number of edges of a tree is . Thus, we must need time to output a tree of G in the naive sense. However, if the differences of any two consecutive outputs are in constant size, and the algorithm always takes only a constant time to obtain a graph from the previous graph, we say the algorithm takes constant time to enumerate each graph. Similar observations have been made by Mareels [14] , namely constant amortized time.
Several algorithms of varying efficiency have been proposed in the literature. [1] - [13] . Typically, tree enumeration costs with good algorithms (constant amortized time) are linear in the number of trees but the difficulty lies in the fact that number of trees blow with number of vertices/edges. An efficient tree enumeration is desired to compensate increase in size of graph/number of trees. Such algorithm can be based on reducing size of graph/number of trees if possible.
The algorithm proposed by Kapoor and Ramesh [8] has minimum time complexity given by . Number of trees in a graph (N) is generally few orders higher than number of vertices (V) or number of edges (E). Hence, minimum time complexity of spanning tree enumeration can be approximated from to O(N) where and represent the number of trees in the network domain and the loop domain respectively.
Thus, relative time complexity of a tree enumeration problem can be expressed as
The loop domain method reduces time requirements by a factor approximately equal to the ratio of number of trees in the network domain to number of trees in the loop domain. For practical distribution networks, reduction in complexity due to loop domain method becomes significant. However, since number of trees cannot be expressed in terms of number of vertices/edges, the computational advantage cannot be further simplified.
C. System of Systems Approach
In this subsection, we present Loop Domain method as a System of Systems approach. Network is a system of vertices connected by a set of edges.
We define the following terms. 1) SuperVertex: A vertex in network having a degree equal to or greater than three. Supervertex is itself a network of vertices (without an edge) meeting the additional degree criterion. 2) SuperEdge: A series connection of multiple edges, terminating on a supervertex at both ends. Superedge is itself a network of vertices and edges arranged as a series connection. 3) SuperNetwork is a system of SuperVertices connected by a set of SuperEdges. The Three Square System shown in Fig. 1 has following SuperVertices and SuperEdges A SuperNetwork can be considered as a network of networks or system of systems. A network can be converted into SuperNetwork by eliminating the two degree vertices and associated edges. This conversion process reduces number of vertices/edges, and also reduces the number of trees.
Spanning tree enumeration can be easily solved for SuperNetwork at substantially reduced costs. The spanning trees in SuperNetwork can be transformed into spanning trees in the network by using one to many mapping from a SuperEdge to many edges.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The computational burden of existing algorithms for spanning tree enumeration is significant. In practical distribution networks with a significant number of two-degree vertices, the proposed loop domain method reduces the size of graph as well as the number of trees. The reduction in complexity by using loop domain method can be expressed as a ratio of number of trees in network domain to number of trees in loop domain. The proposed method is illustrated with an example of a typical distribution network of moderate complexity. Possible extension of the proposed method involves enumeration of other subgraphs like cutset, K forest, identification of bases of a matroid and extension to nonplanar graphs, which can be the future scope of this paper.
